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Review No. 101839 - Published 12 Jan 2011

Details of Visit:

Author: Lamorak
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 8 Jan 2011 11.00
Duration of Visit: 2 hours
Amount Paid: 240
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: XXX @Massagenn1
Website: http://www.massage-northampton.co.uk
Phone: 01604636440
Phone: 07565005165

The Premises:

What used to be Madam Beckys Kittens and nicely re-furbished by Chloe. We had the large room
where bed has been repositioned 90 degrees. Goo soft lighting and candles and a mirror over the
head of the bed so we could see the action, plus another tall free standing mirror next to the bed.

The Lady:

Karolina dressed in an Agent Provocateur Bra, a matching very short split fronted mini skirt and a
black thong with a red heart on the front. As always - pure class

The Story:

I have been seeing Karolina regularly and sometimes weekly since she arrived in Milton Keynes six
months ago at Madam Beckys Kittens. We hit it off immediately and our sessions together have all
been sexually very highly charged.

Today?s punt was our best yet, passionate, rampant, raunchy and downright dirty and for a change
to my usual FR style and due to the role play theme of today?s punt and some of the things we did
that are not mentioned here, I?m not going into any full details. What I will say is that the punt was
full on non-stop action with plenty of time to enjoy each piece of action. We had sex in four
positions, mutual oral in many positions, 69 with Karolina on top and cuming into my mouth, 69 with
me on top with some real deep throat sucking, face sitting, boob sucking, cock/ball sucking and all
delivered with long periods of the deepest DFK you could imagine. Finishing with CIM.

Then a mutual shower, a nice chat on the bed while sharing some of the very nice chocolates I had
bought for her.

Karolina is a real star and is the best girl of the select very good girls I punt with.
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